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This is a pre-print version of the Timothy R. Amidon’s webtext “Brightness Behind the Eyes: 

Rendering Firefighters’ Literacies Visible” published in Kairos: Rhetoric, Technology, 
Pedagogy, 25(1), available at http://kairos.technorhetoric.net/25.1/inventio/amidon  

Visual Transcript of “Search Team Two: Interior Search Division 

One” 

00:00-00:20 black screen title caption Team two interior search division 1 

00:21-00:42 [crews standing outside of a fire basement level; a door is open, heavy 
smoke pushes out] [ambient sounds, pass devices, fire crackling] 
00:42 Ff. Ennis [radio transmission]: “Team two to command” 
00:45 Lt. Lamb [radio transmission]: “Command, fire starter go ahead.” 
00:49-00:53 Ff. Ennis [radio transmission]: “Team two to command we’ll be entering 
with three for a search” 
00:53 crew enters 
00:54 Lt. Lamb [radio transmission]: “10-4, team two entering with three side alpha for a 
search” 
00:54 crew immediately knees, spreads out. wall firefighter uses hand to feel up wall. 
middle and outside firefighter waving tools, each grabs firefighter inside boot or bottle.  
01:30 crew stops to check bed, burn rack from earlier evolution. 
01:37 Lt. Lamb [radio transmission]: “Team two from command.” 
01:36 mattress is clear. 
01:36 crew repeats mattress is clear 
01:37 team two from command 
01:37 [The team comes to an abrupt stop.] 
01:41-01:42 Ff. Ennis: [radio transmission; heavy feedback]: “Team two answering 
command” 
01:42-01:47 Lt. Lamb [radio transmission]: “Be advised you have heavy smoke pushing 
out of the Bravo and Charlie side.” 
1:48 Ff. Larimore says something softly to Ff. Ennis. 
1:53 Ff. Ennis: “What’s that?” 
1:55 Ff. Larimore [oral message, raises volume of voice]: “Let him know we got 
fire.” 
1:57-2:00 Ff. Ennis [radio transmission; heavy feedback]: “Command we have fire 
rolling in the B/C corner. 
2:01 Ff. Ennis [oral message]: “Ok, guys.” 
2:02 Ff. Larimore [oral message]: “Let’s go; let’s go.” 
2:10 Lt. Lamb [radio communication]: “Command to team two, team two.” 
2:12 Ff. Ennis [radio communication]: “Command, go ahead.” 
2:17 LT. Lamb [radio communication]: Informs team two that team one is at the 
door preparing to make entry,  
2:17-3:15 [crew progresses through floor, waving tools, clearing space] 
2:30 Lt. Lamb Team 2 asks for the team to provide a PAR check. 
2:40 Ff. Ennis [oral communication]: “What do you got for PAR check?” 
2:43 Ff. Larimore: [Looks at air pressure display gauge makes oral 
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communication]: “35.” [Looks to Ff. Linn makes oral communication]: 
“What do you got?” 
3:13 Lt. Brodrick [radio communication]: “Command from team one.” 
3:54 Team 2, command 
3:55 Lt Lamb, Go 
3:55 Team 2 will be exiting side alpha with three. 
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